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Appendix A -Annual Governance Statement 

Review of evidence of compliance, actions undertaken 2016-17 

Following the “Delivering Good Governance: Guidance Notes for Policing Bodies in England and Wales (2016 Edition)  

http://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/publications/d/delivering-good-governance-guidance-notes-for-policing-bodies-in-england-and-wales-2016-

edition 

Ref Area for improvement Owner 

Issues carried over from 2015-16 AGS 

1 Continue to improve demand management and assessment of the use of resources for all policing activities to ensure 

these are used flexibly and prioritised during the year ensuring improved performance accountability and oversight 

arrangements. (Issue 2015-16 AGS- Ref 7.15) 

Continuing throughout 2017-18 

DCC/Change Delivery Manager 

 

2 Scrutiny of the Force’s Policing Together, Local Policing Programme and Change Programme 2020, will continue, to ensure 

that significant and complex change programmes are delivered effectively achieving benefits and savings and that standards 

and service delivered by the Force for the residents of Sussex are maintained (Issue 2015-16 AGS – ref 7.4) 

Continuing throughout 2017-18 

DCC/ Chief Finance Officer 

 

Issues identified from HMIC/IPCC: 

3 Progress action to address outstanding recommendation contained in HMIC “Integrity Matters” report, Jan 2015: 

“All forces should have systems in place to assess annually registers concerning procurement services”. 

The following actions are planned to improve the mitigations regarding fraud: 

• Force procurement – establish register of contracts, plus process to  cross reference contract and procurement registers 

with gifts and hospitality register 

• PSD scrutiny of financial control processes 

Director of Finance/ Head of PSD 

4 HMIC PEEL Legitimacy - national report Dec 2016 - Outstanding actions to address recommendations: 

• Within two years all members of the police workforce should have received at least the lowest level of vetting clearance 

for their roles.   

• Within three months all forces should complete a retrospective review of allegations and consider referrals to the IPCC.  

• Within six months, all forces should have started to implement a plan to achieve the capability and capacity required to 

seek intelligence on potential abuse of authority for sexual gain.  These plans should include consideration of the 

technology and resources required to monitor IT systems actively and to build relationships with the individuals and 

DCC/ Head of PSD 
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organisations that support vulnerable people. 

5 HMIC PEEL - Legitimacy Sussex report Dec 2016, Area for improvement: 

• The force should improve how it manages individual performance. 

 

ACO Jane Harwood/ Paul Cliff, Head of People 

Development 

6 HMIC PEEL - Efficiency report Nov 2016, Areas for improvement 

2 areas of improvement identified in the 2016 PEEL Efficiency report: 

• AFI 1: Sussex Police acknowledges that it has undertaken only limited work to understand and manage hidden demand 

(demand that is less likely to be reported to it). The force needs to do more to raise awareness both internally and 

externally of hidden crimes in order to increase recognition and reporting. 

• AFI 2: Sussex Police should, while making its planned savings, ensure that there is sufficient capacity within its 

neighbourhood teams to improve the force’s understanding of hidden demand and the expectations of the public, in 

order to meet future demand for its services. 

DCC 

7 HMIC Crime Data Integrity 2016 Sussex Report - Areas for Improvement: 

• The force should design and provide crime-recording training that is bespoke to the level of knowledge required by 

officers and staff for their role. 

• The force should develop and implement procedures for the effective supervision of crime-recording decisions 

throughout the whole force. 

• The force should improve its auditing of third party reports to ensure it includes adult as well as child vulnerable 

victims. 

• The force should formalise how it provides feedback to staff regarding their crime-recording decisions by implementing 

common practices across all divisions and departments. 

• The force should improve its understanding and use of classification N100 and introduce processes to ensure that it 

records all reports of rape within the timeframes permitted within the crime-recording rules. 

• The force should improve how it collects diversity information from victims of crime and how it uses this to inform its 

compliance with its equality duty. 

DCC/Force Crime Registrar 

8 IPCC: The provision of information on use of force to ensure availability for public scrutiny 

IPCC report, March 2016. One recommendation remains outstanding: 

 “We recommend that all police forces publish data about their use of force and create opportunities for the public to 

scrutinise this data” 

This is still work in progress as part of the UOF working group and National Use of Force work (most Forces are in a similar 

position). The force is working to ensure accurate data is available so that we can publish the data and invite public scrutiny.  

Risk entered on the risk register STR1843 “Visibility and accessibility of the Use of Force data. Currently the Use of Force data 

is recorded on Niche, but an IT solution has not been developed to retrieve or produce the data for scrutiny”.  

Supt Heather Keating 
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New areas of improvement identified by force 

9 The proactive monitoring of denied Business Interest applications 

A Business Interest policy is in place, but to further develop assurance that this is being followed by officers and staff a 

monitoring system will be developed for those who have been denied approval. 

Head of PSD 

 

10 Improvement of procurement procedures in relation to equality and diversity  

Each year Sussex Police perform poorly in Stonewall’s workplace assessment around procurement procedures. Most 

recently we scored 6 marks of a possible 18 for Procurement. There are a series of processes (which can be evidenced) 

which Sussex could introduce, in order to respond positively to their assessment criteria. These include consideration when 

awarding contracts, contract monitoring, training and the encouragement of best practice. 

Director of Finance/Head of Procurement 

11 Undertake review of the requirements of the Policing and Crime Act 2017 

• The aim of the bill is to make the complaints system fairer, to increase accountability, to improve confidence in policing 

and to move policing from a blame to learning culture. 

• As a consequence of the Act there will be significant legislation, stakeholder and process change and work will need to 

be undertaken to ensure that the force is compliant with the new requirements. 

DCC/Head of PSD 

12 Development of Information Sharing Agreement between the PCC and CC. 

An Information Sharing Agreement is currently being created to formalise the disclosure of information between both 

parties. (N.B Likely to be completed by the end of March 2017)/ 

Force Information Manager 

 

13 Ensure the force business areas fulfil their obligation to provide information in relation to the ICO guidelines. 

Corporate communications department review of what information is available on the force website identified that there 

are some areas where the force does not provide the information as set out in the ICO guidelines. 

DCC/All Business leads 

14 Develop/refresh the corporate strategy and force priorities /mission statement. DCC 

15 Update the force environmental strategy 

 

Peter Gillett/ Vaughan Williams 

16 The Local Policing Programme is evaluating the new model as each element goes live. This includes the assessment of 

quantitative data to test the impact of ‘demand management’ initiatives, as well as the qualitative assessment of the impact 

of the new model on service outcomes.   Following the closure of each project a Post Implementation Review will be 

undertaken to establish whether the changes introduced achieved the expected benefits. 

Sara Naylor, LPP Programme Director 

 

17 Further improvements to financial reporting identified by the newly appointed Director of Finance – including 

improvements required in processes used by the joint Surrey/Sussex Management Accounting team, and enhanced 

frequency/content of external financial reporting agreed with the OSPCC CFO for 2017/18. Enhanced scrutiny of financial 

management through the appointment of the new CFO in the OSPC. 

Peter Gillett 
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Principle of Good Governance: A   Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to ethical values, and respecting the rule of law  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence and assurance 2016-17 

Force Chief Officer owner: ACO Jane Harwood, supported by Supt Jez Graves 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS 

and updates/confirmation of completion 

Behaving with integrity:  

• the Code of Ethics’ expressed 

purpose in underpinning 

organisational culture  

• PCC codes of conduct  

• standards of professional 

behaviour  

• individual sign off of compliance 

with code  

• induction programmes for PCC and 

all staff on standards of behaviour 

expected  

• performance appraisals  

• evidence of communicating shared 

values with staff, the community 

and partners  

• decision making practices  

• conduct at external meetings  

• evidence that shared values guide 

decision making  

• HMIC police effectiveness, 

efficiency and legitimacy 

programme (PEEL) assessments  

• develop and maintain an effective 

standards process  

• anti-fraud and corruption policies 

which are up to date and working 

Code of Ethics:  

https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/code-of-ethics/ 

• Underpins and is central to the National Decision Making model: 

 

• Code of Ethics is a theme throughout the force Operational Delivery Plan: 
https://sussex.police.uk/media/1208/sussex-police-operational-plan_2016-17-web-link.pdf 

• Code of Ethics is also included in the process of appointment as applications have ethical questions factored in  

• Code of Ethics is included in all learning material and in selection and promotion process.  

 

HMIC PEEL Assessment 2016: https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2016/sussex/.  

Sussex assessed as “Good” for both Efficiency and Legitimacy 

HMIC PEEL: Legitimacy 2016 assessment summary, Dec 2016: 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/peel-police-legitimacy-2016-sussex.pdf 

Force Issue 7.6 - Completed 

PEEL: Police Legitimacy 2015 national 

report, Pub. February 2016.
1
 

Recommendation 2: 

Within six months, all chief constables should 

conduct a review of their complaints and 

misconduct arrangements, analysing data 

from their records to: assess whether or not 

there is any bias in the way decisions 

regarding the management of complaints are 

made; and, if there is evidence of bias, to 

take action to remove it. The reviews and the 

action taken should be fully documented and 

made available to the police and crime 

commissioners of each force and to HMIC. 

Owner: Supt Jez Graves, Head of PSD 

The Sussex Police HMIC Peel Legitimacy 

Inspection 2015 (pub. 16/02/16) found ‘there 

was no bias in respect gender, ethnicity or 

rank in how complaints and internal 

misconduct allegations were dealt with’. 

Since inspection additional enhancements 

have been, and continue to be, made. 

Detail of actions completed: JAC Dec 2016 
update https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2013/04/IT-16-AGS-

                                                           
1
PEEL: Police legitimacy 2015– A national overview  http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/peel-police-legitimacy-2015.pdf 
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effectively  

• co-operation with the National 

Fraud Initiative  

• annual response to the CIPFA Fraud 

and Corruption Tracker (CFaCT) 

survey  

• up-to-date register of interests for 

PCC, chief officers and their 

respective staff  

• updated register of gifts and 

hospitality  

• whistleblowing policies are in place 

and protect individuals raising 

concerns  

• evidence that the whistleblowing 

policy has been made available to 

members of the public, employees, 

partners and contractors  

• complaints policy and examples of 

responding to complaints about 

behaviour  

• evidence of 

changes/improvements as a result 

of complaints received and acted 

upon  

• evidence that the Code of Ethics 

has been implemented and 

embedded within the organisation  

• evidence of assurance from the 

bodies responsible for overseeing 

ethical standards  

• statements made within invitations 

to tender and contract 

documentation 

 
 

“Sussex Police is good at treating the people it serves with fairness and respect. The force’s vision emphasises the 

importance of fairness and respect, in line with the Code of Ethics, and its importance is understood across the 

workforce. 

“Effective scrutiny and governance arrangements manage risks to its integrity and ensure that its workforce behaves 

ethically and lawfully. 

“The force has a robust vetting process, which helps ensure that it recruits people with high standards of ethical 

behaviour. It gives clear guidance to the workforce on the standards of behaviour it expects, and reinforces this by 

publishing the outcomes of disciplinary procedures”. 

 

Anti-fraud and Corruption Policy and Response Plan: https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/anti-fraud-

and-corruption-policy-and-response-plan/ (Reviewed April 2016) 

Expenses paid to chief officers: https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/expenses-paid-to-chief-officers/ 

Gifts and hospitality register: https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/gifts-and-hospitality-register/ 

Business interests register: https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/business-interests-register/ 

 

Interception of Communications Commissioner's Office, June 2016: 

Inspection under Chapter 2 of Part I of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) by the IOCCO. June 2016: 

“The IOCCO inspectors were satisfied that the public authority (Sussex Police) is acquiring communications data 

lawfully and for a correct statutory purpose. Overall the public authority now has a good level of compliance with 

RIPA and its associated CoP (Code of Practice)” Link to Acquisition and Disclosure of Communications Data CoP: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/426248/Acquisition_and_Disclosu

re_of_Communications_Data_Code_of_Practice_March_2015.pdf 

 

In House Claims Handling Audit Report, January 2017:  

• External assurance received in relation to “in house claims handling” - overall assessment: Satisfactory  

• Sussex rated ‘exemplary’ on key areas including:  evaluation; investigation; communications; supervision; 

litigation and governance. 

• Mandatory corrective actions and areas for improvement have been identified and are included in an agreed 

action plan.  All actions to be completed by 01.03.17. 

 

update-Nov-2016-use.pdf 

 

Force Issue 7.7 - Completed 

PEEL: Police Legitimacy 2015 national report 

Recommendation 4: 

Within three months, chief constables should 

establish arrangements through which they 

can regularly, at least twice a year, assess 

whether reasonable grounds are being 

recorded in every case where a stop & search 

power is used by their officers, and take 

action to address those cases where the 

reasonable grounds are not sufficient to 

justify the lawful use of the power.  

Owner: ACC Laurence Taylor/ Insp Simon 

Starns, Stop and Search Lead 

Force arrangements exceed those of the 

recommendation. Quarterly, Local Policing 

Branch assess whether reasonable grounds 

are recorded each time a stop & search 

power is used. Process reviewed by ACC 

Taylor. Agreed to be included in governance 

plans going forward. Results/outcomes are 

published at the Stop Search Assurance 

Board or Local Policing Accountability Board 

and supplied to Divisional Commanders.  

Detail of actions completed: JAC Dec 2016 

update https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2013/04/IT-16-AGS-

update-Nov-2016-use.pdf 
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Stop and search: 

HMIC confirmed in the Sussex 2016 HMIC Legitimacy report (see link above) that Sussex Police has implemented and 

complies with the Best use of Stop and Search scheme and stated that: 

 “Each district has a stop and search engagement plan which addresses in particular black, Asian and minority ethnic 

and youth work covering fairness and respect.  The force has reviewed its stop and search processes to include “ride 

along” schemes, public scrutiny meetings, and public scrutiny of body-worn video camera and stop and search 

records.  Search receipts have been redesigned to request feedback online through “Your voice counts” and social 

media is being used to encourage discussions in an attempt to build trust through open, fair and transparent 

conversations.” 

Stop and search data is available through the force website: 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/stop-and-search/ 

Demonstrating strong commitment to 

ethical values: 

• policies are in place setting out 

requirements to declare interests  

• the organisation’s code of ethics  

• the existence of machinery to 

enhance ethically based culture 

including, for example, 

independent ethics committees or 

champions within the force  

• operation of professional standards 

monitoring  

• scrutiny of decision making to 

ensure that it is ethical  

• championing ethical compliance at 

governing body level  

• provision of ethical awareness 

training  

• appraisal processes take account of 

values and ethical behaviour  

• staff appointments policy  

• practical application of the Code of 

Ethics and professional standards  

• procurement policies  
 

Sussex Police Operational Delivery Plan:  https://sussex.police.uk/media/1208/sussex-police-operational-

plan_2016-17-web-link.pdf 

• Sets out in the Chief Constable’s vision for 2020 that “integrity is at our core”. 

 

Equality and Diversity: 

Report to JAC December 2016: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-12-Equality-Diversity.pdf 

HMIC commented in the 2016 Legitimacy report: 

“The force understands the importance of trying to work with the community especially where trust in the police may 

be limited. It gauges perceptions through independent advisory groups (IAGs), external reference groups (ERGs) 

covering race disability, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGVT) issues and Gypsies and travellers.” 

Equality and diversity information on Sussex Police website: 

https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/equality-and-diversity/ 

Stonewall Workplace Equality Index: In January 2017 Sussex Police placed 79
th

 in the top 100 employers. Sussex 

Police have been in the top 100 employers for 6 of the last 8 years. 

http://www.stonewall.org.uk/sites/default/files/top_100_employers_2017-web_0.pdf  

 

Business Interest policy: https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/business-interests-and-additional-work/ 

 

Force Issue 7.10 - Completed 

Compliance with national guidance issue: 

All forces should ensure that the initial 

assessment of public complaints is 

conducted by a Chief Inspector or police staff 

equivalent in accordance with statutory 

guidance. (Sussex PEEL: Legitimacy 2015 

report, pub. February 2016).At the time, this 

was not the case. 

Owner: DCC/Supt Jez Graves Head of PSD 

Since July 2016, Chief Inspector within PSD 

has specific responsibility for management of 

complaints and the mandate to review the 

whole process. 

Also, divisions & departments have 

dedicated Chief Inspector PSD points of 

contact - linked in with the PSD CI to ensure 

consistency and compliance. 

 

Force Issue 7.12 - Completed 

Review of use of force following publication 

of IPCC report “Police Use of Force: evidence 
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Procurement Policy: https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/procurement-policy-sussex-and-surrey/ 

 

Joint Contract Standing Orders: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Final-Contract-

Standing-Orders.pdf 

 

IPCC report “Police Use of Force: evidence from complaints, investigations and public perception”, March 2016: 

• All recommendations addressed except one: “We recommend that all police forces publish data about their use 

of force and create opportunities for the public to scrutinise this data” 

This is still work in progress as part of the UOF working group and National Use of Force work (most Forces are in a 

similar position). The force is working to ensure accurate data is available so that we can publish the data and invite 

public scrutiny.  

The force does publish substantial information on Taser – how it works, how it is used, training and accountability 

processes and rolling year data to enable comparison. https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-

processes/taser/  

 

Area for improvement: 

Risk entered on the risk register STR1843 “Visibility and accessibility of the Use of Force data. Currently the Use of 

Force data is recorded on Niche, but an IT solution has not been developed to retrieve or produce the data for 

scrutiny”.  

 

from complaints, investigations and public 

perception”. Pub. March 2016
2
 

ACC Barry/Supt Heather Keating, Use of 

Force Lead 

The force has responded to the IPCC 

confirming force position re each of the 

recommendations contained in their national 

report on the police use of force. 

A working group - to take forward identified 

areas of improvement - was overseen by the 

Operations Portfolio Board.  All 

recommendations have been completed 

except one see AFI – publication of 

information. 

Respecting the rule of law: Anti-fraud and Corruption Policy and Response Plan: https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/anti-fraud-

and-corruption-policy-and-response-plan/ (Reviewed April 2016) 

The joint Surrey/Sussex Police Anti-Fraud and Corruption policy (612/2016) identifies areas where the Forces are at 

risk of potential financial abuse and clarifies necessary procedures.  

• The use of Force credit cards is subject to ACU supervision and any potential misuse of expenditure is subject to 

a challenge from the Head of PSD. 

• Each Division and Department maintains a Gifts and Hospitalities spreadsheet, in which all such offers are 

recorded. Each spreadsheet is published on the Force website and is subject to regular scrutiny by Head of PSD 

and the Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner.  

 

                                                           
2
 https://www.ipcc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Documents/IPCC_Use_Of_Force_Report.pdf 
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• evidence of agreed values in 

partnership working: statement of 

business ethics communicates 

commitment to ethical values to 

external suppliers  

• ethical values feature in tender 

documents and contracts with 

external service providers  

• protocols for partnership working  

• statutory provisions  

• statutory guidance is followed  

• constitution or equivalent  

• job description/specifications for 

leaders, deputy PCCs and chief 

officers  

• compliance with the CIPFA 

Statement on the Role of the Chief 

Financial Officer of the Police and 

Crime Commissioner and the Chief 

Finance Officer of the Chief 

Constable (2012)  

• terms of reference  

• committee support  

• record of legal advice provided by 

officers  

• monitoring officer provisions  

• effective anti-fraud and corruption 

policies and procedures  

• local tests of assurance  

 
 

 

HMIC 2016 PEEL Legitimacy report, Dec 2016: HMIC commented that “Sussex Police …...has a comprehensive anti-

corruption policy” 

Area for improvement: 

The force has identified that there is room for improvement in relation to PSD scrutiny of the following:  

• Force procurement  

• Financial control processes 

• The proactive monitoring of denied Business Interest applications 

Planned action will take place within the next six months (by August 2017): 

• The Head of PSD and Head of Finance met on 8
th

 February 2017 to assess the risk and implement a mitigation 

plan. 

• The ACU has received funding for two additional posts within the unit to help address the issues. Existing Surrey 

& Sussex policies require registration and approval of all secondary businesses interests. 

 

Area for improvement:  

In addition procurement policies and procedures need to ensure that the force undertakes ethical procurement. 

 

Policing and Crime Act 2017: 

Area for improvement:  

• The aim of the bill is to make the complaints system fairer, to increase accountability, to improve confidence in 

policing and to move policing from a blame to learning culture. 

• As a consequence of the Act there will be significant legislation, stakeholder and process change and work will 

need to be undertaken to review the new requirements. Further detail attached. 

CC Briefing Note 
Policing and Crime Act 2017.doc

Factsheet_0_-_overv
iew.pdf

 

Review  and identification of any 

areas of weakness for potential 

inclusion in the 2016-17 AGS 

• The provision of  information on use of force to ensure availability for public scrutiny 

• The proactive monitoring of denied Business Interest applications 

• Improvement of  procurement procedures in relation to equality and diversity  

Each year Sussex Police perform poorly in Stonewall’s workplace assessment around procurement procedures. Most 
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recently we scored 6 marks of a possible 18 for Procurement. There are a series of processes (which can be 

evidenced) which Sussex could introduce, in order to respond positively to their assessment criteria. These include 

consideration when awarding contracts, contract monitoring, training and the encouragement of best practice.  

• Undertake review of the  requirements of the Policing and Crime Act 2017 

• Progress action to address recommendation contained in HMIC Integrity Matters report: 

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/police-integrity-and-corruption-2015.pdf 

 

HMIC Integrity Matters, Jan 2015. Recommendation 11d: All forces should have systems in place to assess 

annually registers concerning procurement services 

(N.B added as an additional control to mitigate risk STR1437  - risk of fraud) 

There is room for improvement in relation to PSD scrutiny of the following:  

• Force procurement – establish register of contracts, plus process to cross reference contract and procurement 

registers with gifts and hospitality register 

• Financial control processes 

Ongoing 

Owner: Peter Gillett/ Head of PSD 

 

• Completion of actions to address recommendations contained in the HMIC PEEL Legitimacy - 

national report 2016 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/peel-police-legitimacy-2016.pdf 

 

HMIC PEEL: Police legitimacy 2016 national report, Jan 2017: Recommendation 1 

• Within six months, all forces not already complying with current national vetting policy should have started 

to implement a sufficient plant to do so. 

All staff within Sussex & Surrey undergo a minimum of basic vetting checks at time of recruitment.  

Completed  Force compliant- no action required 

• Within two years all members of the police workforce should have received at least the lowest level of 

vetting clearance for their roles.   

Following action required: 

• At formation of the collaborative vetting unit on 01/09/16, Sussex had less than 200 officers and staff without 
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current vetting whereas Surrey had significantly more. 

• Definitive figures have been requested from Sussex SAP personnel system and will be available within the month. 

Precise figures for Surrey’s un-vetted backlog will not be available until their data back-record has been entered 

onto the Core-Vet system, anticipated to be within six months. 

• Once definitive data is available and the current peaks of recruitment have subsided, it is the intention to 

allocate four vetting assistants solely to processing vetting renewals; a precise timeline for this action cannot be 

predicted at this time. An uplift in JFVU establishment has taken place. 

Ongoing 

Owner: DCC/D/Supt Graves Head of PSD 

To be completed by December 2018 

(N.B. Risk recorded on risk register STR1743 (entered April 2016) – Recruitment risk leading to pressure on vetting 

unit capacity) 

 

HMIC PEEL: Police legitimacy 2016 national report, Jan 2017: Recommendation 2 

• Within three months all forces should complete a retrospective review of allegations and consider referrals to 

the IPCC.  

Following action required: 

• The unit heads for PSD Investigations and Business Support to identify relevant allegations recorded in the past 

five years and complete a review, already in liaison with the IPCC. We are confident our current process will 

effectively identify any new cases for IPCC referral. 

• All misconduct and complaint outcomes over the past 5 years have been collated and reviewed to establish 

whether any referrals should have been made. All Type B (sexual assault) and Type Y (other sexual conduct) will 

be reviewed. (Due for completion by the end of February). 

Ongoing 

Owner: DCC/D.Supt Graves Head of PSD 

To be completed by March 2017 

 

• Within three months, force should establish effective procedures to identify all future allegations of abuse of 

authority for sexual gain as serious corruption matters and make appropriate referrals to the IPCC.  

Completed  - No action required 

� This recommendation has been used as an opportunity to remind PSD staff of requirements and 

highlight relevant IPCC guidance to supervisors, clearly outlining the type of cases which meet 
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mandatory referral criteria. The Anti-Corruption Unit ACU Control Strategy and Departmental Delivery 

Plan also reflect such information. 

� We are confident of the effective procedures in place to identify and refer such allegations, which are 

monitored by the Head of Dept at the weekly PSD Management Meeting and the bi-weekly ACU 

meeting. 

 

HMIC PEEL: Police legitimacy 2016 national report, Jan 2017: Recommendation 3 

• Within six months, all forces should have started to implement a plan to achieve the capability and capacity 

required to seek intelligence on potential abuse of authority for sexual gain.  These plans should include 

consideration of the technology and resources required to monitor IT systems actively and to build 

relationships with the individuals and organisations that support vulnerable people. 

Following action required: 

• The Force is currently highlighting the risks and expectations around the abuse of authority for sexual gain 

through an ACU training presentation regarding the vulnerability to corruption. This has been delivered to all 

Command Teams across the Force and has also been presented at departmental training days. The next phase of 

this training will be to incorporate delivery to all officers across Sussex Police, including inputs to supervisors on 

training courses. 

• To enable confidential reporting of concerns, partners in Social Services have been provided with a direct email 

address for ACU. Consideration is currently being given to operating an external Crime Stoppers anti-corruption 

line. 

• ACU is working with Head of Public Protection, D/Supt Tingley, to identify potentially vulnerable victims of 

domestic violence who may have been subject to consequent approach by predatory officers investigating their 

reported crimes.  

 

Planned action, to be completed by year-end 2017, is as follows: 

1. Delivery of an NCALT training package for all staff. 

2. Raise awareness by presenting a training video surrounding the risks of predatory officers. 

3. Implementation of Huntsman IT software to identify predatory behaviour by our staff. This will offer the 

ability to monitor access to personal records relating to victims and other vulnerable persons and monitor 

the behaviour of suspected predatory officers/staff. 

4. Execution of a Force campaign (see Item 5 below). 

5. An increase in ACU establishment has been agreed, with new staff expected to be in post by April 2017. 

•  PSD is actively seeking intelligence on potential abuse of authority for sexual gain. This is being progressed 
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through the ongoing Anti-Corruption training and will also be improved through implementing the plan. 

Previously mentioned.  

• The implementation of Huntsman software will be utilised to proactively monitor Force IT systems to identify 

early inappropriate trends of behaviour. Huntsman will provide protection around all ‘Protecting Vulnerable 

People’ investigations and will offer an immediate alert should staff make access to records relating to 

vulnerable and intimidate victims or witnesses. 

• Additional staff will be recruited to ACU to assist in identifying and liaising with victims/witnesses of predatory 

behaviour and to make most effective use of the Huntsman system, expected to be in-post at the beginning of 

April 2017. 

Ongoing 

Owner: DCC/D. Supt Graves Head of PSD 

To be completed by June 2017 
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Principle of Good Governance: B   Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: ACC Laurence Taylor, supported by Sara Naylor 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS and 

updates 

Openness:  

• annual report  

• an up-to-date Freedom of 

Information Act 2000 publication 

scheme  

• council tax leaflet  

• website  

• record of decision making and 

supporting materials  

• publication (subject to 

confidentiality tests) of chief 

officer level management group 

minutes  

• publication (again subject to 

confidentiality tests) of reports 

presented to the PCC  

• decision making protocols  

• record of professional advice in 

reaching decisions  

• discussion between PCC and 

officers on the information needs 

to support effective decision 

making  

• agreement on the information 

that will be provided and 

timescales  

• adherence to a calendar of dates 

for submitting, publishing and 

distributing timely reports  

• community engagement strategy  

• citizen surveys  

• victim surveys  

• precept consultation  

 
 

Annual Report; 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Annual-Report-2015-16.pdf 

 

Sussex Police precept council tax leaflet: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/SPCC-

Precept-Insert-PDF-version-for-website.pdf 

 

Website: 

Two sections of the site that contain the bulk of this data:       

               https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/ 

               https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/ 

• “About Us” holds information about the force Priorities, plans for the future and Policy documents, along with 

information about legislation that governs our procedures (e.g. Data Protection), the Code of Ethics, Equality 

and Diversity, Taser, ANPR, Drones, misconduct hearings etc. This is regularly updated. 

• “Freedom of Information” is a data store, containing financial information, audits and reviews, complaints 

information etc.  

• Public feedback through Your Voice Counts is published regularly. 

• “Contact us” holds up to date information on local policing teams and ways to contact Sussex Police. 

 

Freedom of Information:  

• The new Sussex Police internet website was launched at the start of 2016/17, built to comply with ICO/ACPO 

(NPCC) guidelines. The nature of the web means that the site is a continuous ‘work in progress’, with 

development work constantly being undertaken, but there are three areas which are the focus of future 

development as they put us at risk of losing our ICO compliance. 

• Policies & Procedures – although published, further improvements will make it more user-friendly. The 

development has been done, we are currently rebuilding the policy database and expect this to be complete 

within the next couple of months. 

• Previous FOI requests – database is built and has been fully tested and reviewed. We are awaiting 

confirmation from the business to proceed. 

• Meetings and agendas – As per ICO guidance (see ‘ACPO FOI Central Referral Unit Guidance to minute taking 
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in the Police Service’), the agenda and minutes for senior decision making committees are to be displayed 

upon the force website. https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-agendas/ 

• The senior decision making committees are the joint Surrey and Sussex Chief Officer’s Meeting (COM), the 

Sussex Police Extended Chief Officers Meeting (ECOM) along with the Sussex Police governance meeting, the 

Organisational Reassurance Board (ORB). This will commence in full with effect from the January 2017 meeting 

cycle.  

Area for improvement 

• Temporarily, we link Surrey’s site for COM minutes: https://www.surrey.police.uk/about-us/your-right-to-

information/information-about-us/meetings-and-agendas/chief-officer-meetings/ 

 

In our adherence to the ICO Guidelines the force are compliant with:  

• Who we are and what we do 

• What our priorities are and how we are doing 

• How we make decisions 

• Services provided by the police force 

• Our policies and procedures, (but we are in the process of developing and improving access) 

• Information Asset Register  

 

Area for improvement 

The force not compliant with: 

• What we spend and how we spend it - Pay and grading structure not published  

• Lists and registers: 

� Asset register should be in place by March. (The ICO expect the location of public land and building 

assets and key attribute information that is normally recorded on an asset register to be available 

along with some other information from capital asset registers). Estate asset register published: 

https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/asset-register/ 

� TV locations – awaiting confirmation that the force is exempt from publishing this information 

� FOI disclosure log in development 

 

FOI disclosure log is in development 

Up-to-date Freedom of Information Act 2000 publication scheme:  https://sussex.police.uk/media/4857/model-

publication-scheme.pdf 

 

Decision making protocols: 

• C/Supt Steve Whitton chairs the ‘NDM (National Decision Model) Champions Group Meeting’ which has been 
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developed to oversee the embedding of the NDM across all Divisions in a consistent manner, supported by 

appropriate training, supervision and links to on-going updates. 

 

Information sharing: 

• Discussion between the PCC and force regarding the information needs to support effective decision making 

and the agreement on the information that will be provided and timescales 

• Area for improvement: An Information Sharing Agreement is being created and will be submitted to the 

March Organisational Reassurance Board, to formalise the disclosure of information arrangements between 

Sussex Police and the Office of the Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner. (N.B. may be in place by 31
st

 March 

2017). 

 

Citizen surveys: 

• We have established a new ePanel of residents who sign up and commit to conducting up to four community 

surveys per year. Membership currently (January 2017) stands at 1,800 and over 1,100 responses have already 

been received to the first survey. 

• We have enhanced the capabilities of the “Your Voice Counts” unsolicited feedback facility on the Sussex 

Police website including the publication of submissions on the website. In January 2017 we are at just under 

750 separate submissions of feedback since April 2016. 

 

Citizen surveys Pt 1: Community surveying (“People’s Voice” ePanel): 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/contact-us/make-a-complaint-or-give-us-feedback/sussex-police-peoples-voice/  

 

Pt 2: Unsolicited public feedback (Your Voice Counts): 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/contact-us/make-a-complaint-or-give-us-feedback/give-us-feedback-your-voice-

counts/ and published submissions at https://www.sussex.police.uk/contact-us/make-a-complaint-or-give-us-

feedback/give-us-feedback-your-voice-counts/previous-your-voice-counts-feedback/ 

 

 

Victim Surveys 

• Our victim surveys continue to ask a range of questions in relation to “Treatment”.  

• Examples are attached below of individual feedback forms which are provided as part of the contract with the 

market research agency who conduct these surveys. Throughout the year these forms are sent on to Single 

Points of Contacts across the force for local consideration and use in professional development.  

• We conduct a wide range of such surveys, going well beyond those which form part of the statutory 

requirement. For example, we also survey those members of the public who were dealt with via the 
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Resolution Centre. 

 

 

 

 

Crime and ASB Victim Surveys: 

Main Crime Victim 
survey.pdf

ASB Victim 
survey.pdf

Example Feedback 
form1.pdf

Example Feedback 
form2.pdf

Example Feedback 
form3.pdf

Resolution Centre 
User Satisfaction - Questionnaire.pdf

 

 

Domestic Abuse Victim Survey: 

• We have added the Domestic Abuse Victim Survey to the suite of crime victim surveys that we conduct. After 

extensive stakeholder consultation it was decided that this survey should be facilitated via caseworkers in 

order to provide the necessary safeguarding. It is early days and we are monitoring returns closely. 

 

DomesticAbuse201
6ACv1WITHROUTING - Questionnaire.pdf

 

OSPCC Police and Crime Plan and Precept consultations (hosted by Sussex Police Snap Surveys software): 

• The Office of the Sussex Police and Crime Commissioner have conducted online consultations and surveys on 

both the Police and Crime Plan 2017/20 and the Precept for Policing 2017/18. Both these exercises were 

facilitated and hosted by the Citizen Focus Team in Sussex Police using Snap Surveys software. The Police and 

Crime Plan consultation elicited over 500 responses and the Precept consultation over 4,400 responses. 

Police and Crime 
Plan - Questionnaire.pdf

Police Precept 1718 
- Questionnaire.pdf

 

(N.B These were online surveys, and pdf versions do not fully reflect the automated routing and formatting that 

were originally available to respondents). 
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Equality and Diversity: 

• Engaging with individual citizens and service users. Sources of evidence: 

� 6 x identity based public advisory groups [Race, Disability, Gypsies and travellers, Gender, LGBT, 

Trans] and  

� 4 IAGs [East, West, B&H and the Force strategic].  

• See Equality and Diversity Overview which sets out this activity: 

Equality and Diversity Overview 2017:  

Equality and 
Diversity Overview 2017.pdf

 

Engaging comprehensively with 

institutional stakeholders: 

• communication and engagement 

strategy  

• a database of stakeholders with 

whom the PCC and chief constable 

should engage and for what 

purpose, and a record of an 

assessment of the effectiveness of 

any changes  

• partnership framework  

• partnership protocols  

• collaboration agreements 

 
 

Surrey and Sussex Police collaboration agreement: 

3 - Surrey Sussex  
22A draft V3 1 02 12 16.pdf

 

 

Partnership protocols: 

Revised SLA agreed with Town & Parish Councils 

• Sussex Police has always sought to engage with the community at all levels. Parish and town councils 

represent the neighbourhoods where people live and therefore are well placed to reflect public concerns. 

• Through its local policing arrangements Sussex Police works closely with all these councils to reduce crime, 

disorder and the fear of crime in the county. 

• The Local Councils’ Support Protocol has been recently refreshed to become a Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

It clarifies the responsibilities of both parties, recognises the improvements in access to crime statistics via 

advances in technology and introduces an easier way for Council Clerks to raise issues with their Local Policing 

Teams. It creates a framework for police districts, through their Prevention Teams, to consult, interact and 

work with local councils in order to reduce crime, disorder and the fear of crime in their areas (n.b. awaits sign 

off from SSALC). 

Force Issue 7.2 - Completion anticipated by 

end of March 2017 

The completion of a partnership register and a 

policy statement will continue in 2016-17 

setting out how all partnership work will 

deliver the Police and Crime Plan/Operational 

Delivery Plan, within the context of the Local 

Policing Model, referencing shared values 

against which decision making and actions can 

be judged, setting objectives and defining the 

methodology for monitoring. 

Sara Naylor, LPP Programme Director 

Completion date: April 2017 

February 2017 update: Revised SLA has been 

agreed with Town & Parish Councils. 

Partnership register being developed as part of 

Prevention & Partnerships detailed design, to 

be agreed end of March 2017. 

Crime Prevention & Partnerships strategy 

currently being drafted within the timelines of 

the Corporate Strategy development. 
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Town  Parish 
Councils' Service Level Agreement (Final).doc

 

 

Partnership Decision Model – developed as part of the Prevention & Partnerships detailed design (to be agreed 

end of March ’17). 

 

Partnership 
Decision Model.ppt

 

Record of public consultations: 

The document below outlines Sussex Police engagement re the LPP with stakeholders. 

Update to PCC Sept 
16.doc

 

Engaging with individual citizens and 

service users: 

• record of public consultations  

• partnership framework  

• communications and engagement 

strategy  

• community and safety partnership 

(CSP) plans  

• evidence of two-way interaction 

between the PCC’s police and 

crime plan and the community 

plans of local councils  

• operational strategic assessments  

• processes for dealing with 

competing demands within the 

community  

• police and crime plan  

• medium term financial plans  

Communications and engagement strategy: 

Rather than a forcewide communications and engagement strategy each district has a tailored communications and 

engagement for their area: 

Horsham Public 
Engagement Plan 2016-2017.doc

Adur and Worthing 
Public Engagement Plan Horsham 2016-2017.doc

Rother Public 
Engagement Plan 2016 current.docx

Hastings 
Engagement Plan 2016.doc

Eastbourne 
Engagement Plan January to March 2017.doc

Chichester 
engagement plan v3.doc

Crawley District 
Engagement Plan 2016.doc

Mid Sussex 
Engagement Plan - Reviewed September 2016.doc

 

Brighton and Hove 
Public Engagement Plan 2016 v 2.doc

 

Wealden Channels 
Plan Oct 16.doc

Wealden District 
Public Engagement Plan Oct 16.doc

 

Lewes District 
Engagement Plan 2016.doc

 

 

Force Issue 7.16 - Completed 

Ensure services for Sussex residents, delivered 

through collaborative partnerships, are 

maintained to agreed standards through the 

use of Service Level Agreements. 

Owner: DCC/ Sara Naylor, LPP Programme 

Director 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

 

February 2017 update:  revised SLA agreed 

with Town & Parish Councils 

Service Level Agreements with collaborative 

partners will be delivered via the Prevention 

and Partnership project of the LPP (for Local 

Policing only).  See update for 7.2. 
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• recognition of the strategic 

policing requirement.  

 

 

Processes for dealing with competing demands within the community: 

Operations Department representatives attend Safety Advisory Groups (Council led) where they discuss plans for 

public events with the event organisers. This provides an opportunity for partner agencies to give feedback and for 

the police to identify the need for resources to be deployed. 

 

Community Safety Partnership strategies: 

WSCC: https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/fire-emergencies-and-crime/crime-prevention/the-safer-west-sussex-

partnership/ 

ESCC: http://www.safeineastsussex.org.uk/ 

Brighton and Hove: http://www.safeinthecity.info/ 

https://www.safeinthecity.info/sites/safeinthecity.info/files/sitc/Community%20Safety%20Strategy%202014-

17%20-%20first%20revision.pdf 

 

As noted above in section A, HMIC a commented in the 2016 Legitimacy report: 

“The force understands the importance of trying to work with the community especially where trust in the police 

may be limited. It gauges perceptions through independent advisory groups (IAGs), external reference groups (ERGs) 

covering race disability, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) issues and Gypsies and Travellers.” 

 

Police and Crime Plan: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/SPCC-Police-and-Crime-Plan-

2016.pdf 

Sussex Police Operational Delivery Plan:  https://sussex.police.uk/media/1208/sussex-police-operational-

plan_2016-17-web-link.pdf 

 

2016-17 Proposed Revenue and Capital Budget 2016-17 and MTFP: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/010-Main-section-2016-17-Budget-Report-FINAL.pdf 

 

HMIC PEEL Efficiency 2016 Sussex report (pub. November 2016): “The 2016/17 budget has been developed to 

ensure that the operational delivery plan is adequately resourced to meet the police and crime plan priorities, the 

strategic policing requirement, operational risks and demands”. 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2016/sussex/ 

 

Sussex Police website – external audit and review: 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/external-audit-and-review/ 
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Review  and identification of any 

areas of weakness for potential 

inclusion in the 2016-17 AGS 

• Development of Information Sharing Agreement between the PCC and CC 

• Ensure the force business areas fulfil their obligation to provide information in relation to the 

ICO guidelines. 
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Principle of Good Governance: C  Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social and environmental benefits  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: Director of Finance, Peter Gillett, supported by Estates Team 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS and 

updates 

Defining outcomes  

• vision used as a basis for corporate 

and service planning  

• community engagement and 

involvement  

• corporate and service plans  

• community strategy  

• progress reports  

• establish performance measures 

and report regularly  

• police and crime plan  

• medium term financial plan  

• strategic policing requirement  

• acting on HMIC assessments and 

recommendations  

 
 

Community engagement and involvement 

See section B 

 

Police and Crime Plan: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/SPCC-Police-and-Crime-Plan-

2016.pdf 

Sussex Police Operational Delivery Plan:  https://sussex.police.uk/media/1208/sussex-police-operational-

plan_2016-17-web-link.pdf 

Performance reports to PCC: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/performance-reports/ 

2016-17 Proposed Revenue and Capital Budget 2016-17 and MTFP: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/010-Main-section-2016-17-Budget-Report-FINAL.pdf 

Chief Constable’s Operational Delivery Budget 2016-17: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/010-2016-CC-section-2016-17-Budget-Report-110316-2.pdf 

Strategic policing requirement: Sussex HMIC PEEL Efficiency report
3
: “The 2016/17 budget has been developed to 

ensure that the operational delivery plan is adequately resourced to meet the police and crime plan priorities, the 

strategic policing requirement, operational risks and demands”. 

HMIC PEEL Assessment 2016: https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-

2016/sussex/.  Sussex assessed as “Good” for Efficiency  

HMIC inspection reports and PCC’s responses: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/hmic-reports/ 

HMIC assessments and recommendations: 

• Each recommendation is owned by a chief officer who is responsible for ensuring the actions are completed 

to address the recommendation. 

 

                                                           
3
 Sussex HMIC PEEL Efficiency report: https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2016/sussex/efficiency/ 
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• The Organisational Reassurance Board monitors the progress to address recommendations and areas for 

improvement identified by HMIC: https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-

agendas/organisational-reassurance-board/ 

Sustainable economic, social and 

environmental benefits: 

• evidence that capital investment is 

structured to achieve appropriate 

lifespans and adaptability for 

future use  

• discussions between the PCC and 

officers on the information needs 

to support effective decision 

making  

• record of decisions made and 

supporting material  

• project business cases with 

appropriate ‘gate-way’ sign off 

points  

 
 

Capital investment:  

• 2016-17 Proposed Revenue and Capital Budget 2016-17 and MTFP: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/010-Main-section-2016-17-Budget-Report-FINAL.pdf 

• Joint Investment Board oversees investment decisions  

 

Estates Strategy 2013-18: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Estates-Strategy-

2013_2018-Final-Version.pdf 

Joint Transport Asset Management Plan: 

JTS Asset 
Management plan 2015-20.pdf

 

Project business cases with appropriate ‘gate-way’ sign off points: 

• See update for 2015-16 issue 7.13 

• See PowerPoint slide below which sets out high level process for change delivery 

One Page 
High-Level Change Process.ppt

 

 

Local Policing Programme 

The Local Policing Programme is developing a new model for local policing which is based on a robust analysis of 

demand. LPPs constituent projects undertake a process of identifying demand, designing a model which responds 

to that demand – including tools and processes for better managing it, and, following implementation,  evaluating 

the impact of the new measures and ways of working.  For instance: 

• LPP introduced a new Investigations Framework decision making model which assists with prioritisation in 

resourcing investigations based on threat, harm, risk, and vulnerability. This is now in use across local policing.  

• The new PCSO model used the Vulnerable Localities Index and the Cambridge Harm Hotspot data and 

analysed NPT crime and incidents data to inform hub locations for PCSO resources. PCSO contracts were also 

Force Issue 7.13 – Completed 

Continue to improve the prioritisation, 

sequencing and gateway approval process for 

implementing change programmes, with 

independent checks and a clearer more formal 

process for all projects; this is a key area given 

the number of complex change projects. 

Owner: DCC/Hilary Oglieve 

 

February 2017 update:  Revisions made to the 

products that support the Change Board in its 

work to effectively manage, sequence and 

prioritise change have been made; a new 

business case template has been introduced 

and the Change Delivery handbook updated.  

The Change Board will be prioritising the 

change portfolio in March using a ‘strawman’ 

self-assessment to support executive decision-

making. 

 

Force Issue 7.15 - Completed for 2016-17, but 

continuing issue for 2017-18 

Improve demand management and 

assessment of the use of resources for all 

policing activities to ensure these are used 

flexibly and prioritised during the year ensuring 

improved performance accountability and 

oversight arrangements. 

Owner: DCC 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

February 2017 update: 

Demand analysis has been conducted across 

Public Protection in both Surrey and Sussex 

and submitted to Chief Officer teams.  In 

Sussex this has resulted in a successful bid to 
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been changed to ensure PCSOs can be used more flexibly and work across districts if necessary.  

• The Response project has instigated a new resource allocation formula, and ‘hub’ model,  which takes into 

account seasonal demand and ensures resources are based from areas with the highest demand and resource 

allocation reflects peak demand 

• The Investigations model has single investigations teams which are able to flex resources across complex and 

volume investigations with resources allocated divisionally on the basis of demand.  

 

Link to our external website IF page: 

https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/investigations-framework/ 

Area for Improvement  

• The Local Policing Programme is evaluating the new model as each element goes live. This includes the 

assessment of quantitative data to test the impact of ‘demand management’ initiatives, as well as the 

qualitative assessment of the impact of the new model on service outcomes.   Following the closure of each 

project a Post Implementation Review will be undertaken to establish whether the changes introduced 

achieved the expected benefits.  

Area for Improvement  

• CIPFA guidance emphasises that delivering defined outcomes on a sustainable basis should be a key objective.  

The force does not have a current environmental strategy setting out these objectives. 

the PCC to uplift resources by 30FTE.  It has 

generated 12 optimisation opportunities that 

are being implemented by the LPP to improve 

performance in public protection. 

A working prototype of a demand 

management tool has been developed with 

our delivery partners and shared with Chief 

Officers.  Development work has ceased 

pending a decision about whether this is 

something that the force wishes to invest 

further. 

Review  and identification of any 

areas of weakness for potential 

inclusion in the 2016-17 AGS 

• Develop/refresh the corporate strategy and force priorities.  

• Update the force environmental strategy. 

• The Local Policing Programme is evaluating the new model as each element goes live. This 

includes the assessment of quantitative data to test the impact of ‘demand management’ 

initiatives, as well as the qualitative assessment of the impact of the new model on service 

outcomes.   Following the closure of each project a Post Implementation Review will be 

undertaken to establish whether the changes introduced achieved the expected benefits.  

• Continue to improve demand management and assessment of the use of resources for all policing 

activities to ensure these are used flexibly and prioritised during the year ensuring improved 

performance accountability and oversight arrangements. (Issue carried over from 2015-16 AGS – 

ref 7.15) 

• HMIC PEEL - Efficiency report 2016, Areas for improvement: 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2016/sussex/efficiency/ 
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AFI 1:  

Sussex Police acknowledges that it has undertaken only limited work to understand and manage hidden demand 

(demand that is less likely to be reported to it). The force needs to do more to raise awareness both internally 

and externally of hidden crimes in order to increase recognition and reporting. 

AFI 2:  

Sussex Police should, while making its planned savings, ensure that there is sufficient capacity within its 

neighbourhood teams to improve the force’s understanding of hidden demand and the expectations of the 

public, in order to meet future demand for its services. 
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Principle of Good Governance D:  Determining the interventions necessary to optimise the achievement of the intended outcomes  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: Director of Finance,  Peter Gillett 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS with  

updates 

Determining interventions : 

• discussion between PCC and chief officer 

on information needs to support effective 

decision making  

• framework of corporate governance  

• decision making protocols  

• agreement on information to be provided 

and timescales  

• formal recording of decisions taken by the 

PCC and chief constable (subject to any 

confidentiality tests 

 
 

Code of Corporate Governance, reviewed annually:  

https://www.sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/code-of-corporate-governance/ 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Final-Code-of-Governance-V0-6-2016.pdf 

 

Internal Audit of Governance: assessment “substantial assurance.” 

 

Chief Officer meetings: 

https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-agendas/ 

 

 

Planning interventions 

• an integrated planning timetable  

• communication and engagement strategy  

• partnership framework  

• collaboration agreements  

• risk management protocol  

• planning protocols  

• establishment and approval of 

performance measures for appropriate 

service elements and included in the 

policing plan/annual delivery plan and 

reported on regularly  

• reports include detailed performance 

results and highlight areas where 

corrective action is necessary  

• evidence that budgets, service plans and 

objectives are aligned  

• budget guidance and protocols  

• corporate plans  

• annual financial strategy  

• medium term revenue and capital 

Communication and engagement strategy - See section B 

Partnership framework - See section B 

Collaboration agreements - See section B 

 

Risk management protocol - See section F 

 

 

 

2016-17 Proposed Revenue and Capital Budget 2016-17 and MTFP: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/010-Main-section-2016-17-Budget-Report-FINAL.pdf 

 

Performance Measures (See section F)  

Future performance framework plans: 

• A new performance framework has been developed based on the forces priorities / strategic objectives 

(chief officer decision pending). 

• This framework includes an increased focus on a qualitative assessment of behaviours and performance, 

and root-cause analysis of perceived issues to really understand and resolve them 

• Work has also been undertaken to draw more management information out of our systems, providing a 

Force Issue 7.4 – Completed – issue to be 

carried over to 2016-17 AGS 

Scrutiny of the Force’s Policing Together, Local 

Policing Programme and Change Programme 

2020, will continue, to ensure that significant 

and complex change programmes are 

delivered effectively achieving benefits and 

savings and that standards and service 

delivered by the Force for the residents of 

Sussex are maintained. 

Owner: DCC/ Chief Finance Officer 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

 

November 2016 update: 

Implementation of Savings Plans  

Governance 

The Sussex Portfolio of Projects and 

Programmes is governed by the Joint Change 

Board for Sussex and Surrey.  This board 

scrutinises change projects as each 'gate' in the 
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spending plans  

 

richer picture of force performance. Additional work to bring this information into our performance 

dashboard is being scoped 

• These changes are aligned with the national picture, following the Irene Curtis review into the Use of 

Targets in Policing, and the design specifically addresses many of  the issues raised in this report 

 

 

lifecycle.  A separate body - the Joint 

Investment Board - meets to consider both the 

economic and financial aspects of business 

cases for change.   

Grip 

Individual Programmes and Projects have 

governance structures overseen by a Senior 

Responsible Owner.  All chief and senior 

officers have undertaken training in how to 

deliver their accountabilities in that SRO role.  

Some programmes (notably the Local Policing 

Programme) have strong controls around the 

design and release of changes to ensure that 

readiness assessments are undertaken prior to 

any 'go live'. A programme status update 

report creates more transparency around 4 

complimentary change portfolios: local policing 

Sussex; local policing Surrey; policing together; 

and enablement.  This report supports an 

improved end to end oversight of change and 

is more aligned to financial milestones.  

Method 

To mitigate the impact of reduced budgets on 

services, all operational policing areas (local 

policing, Operations, and Specialist Crime) are 

undertaking a similar 'target operating model' 

approach to designing their future state.  This 

is a transformative undertaking that shifts the 

focus from transactional change (salami slicing) 
to transformational change (wholesale service 

re-design) and places services, channels and 

customers at the heart of the new model.  The 

effect of this method is develop a set of 

policing services that are effective, meet the 

needs of the public, are affordable and above 

all sustainable for the future.   

Optimising achievement of intended 

outcomes: 

• feedback surveys and 

exit/decommissioning strategies  

Community Safety Partnership strategies: 

WSCC: https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/fire-emergencies-and-crime/crime-prevention/the-safer-west-

sussex-partnership/ 
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• evidence of changes as a result  

• strategic assessments  

• CSP strategies  

• strategic policing requirement  

• financial strategy  

• budgeting guidance and protocols  

• service plans demonstrate consideration of 

social value  

• achievement of social value is monitored 

and reported on  

 
 

ESCC: http://www.safeineastsussex.org.uk/ 

Brighton and Hove: http://www.safeinthecity.info/ 

https://www.safeinthecity.info/sites/safeinthecity.info/files/sitc/Community%20Safety%20Strategy%202014

-17%20-%20first%20revision.pdf 

 

Review and identification of any areas of 

weakness for potential inclusion in the 

2016-17 AGS 

• Scrutiny of the Force’s Policing Together, Local Policing Programme and Change Programme 2020, will 

continue, to ensure that significant and complex change programmes are delivered effectively 

achieving benefits and savings and that standards and service delivered by the Force for the residents 

of Sussex are maintained. (Issue carried over from 2015-16 AGS – ref 7.4). 
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Principle of Good Governance E:   Developing the entity’s capacity, including the capability of its leadership and the individuals within it  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: ACO Jane Harwood 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS and 

updates 

Developing the entity’s capacity: 

• regular reviews of activities, outputs 

and planned outcomes  

• utilisation of research and 

benchmarking  

• effective operation of collaboration 

and other partnerships which deliver 

agreed outcomes  

• workforce plans  

 
 

HMIC PEEL inspection 2016: Leadership, Dec 2016: https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-

assessments/peel-2016/sussex/leadership/ 

Summary: 

“Sussex Police has a good understanding of leadership. The chief constable is involved and listens to officers and 

staff. Its work with staff to develop leadership skills appears to be good at a senior level. Although, despite the 

availability of management and leadership training opportunities for all levels of management, there is a 

perception among staff that opportunities for leadership development below chief inspector and police staff 

equivalent are limited”. 

 

Benchmarking: 

Annual HMIC Value for Money profiles include workforce data and allow national comparisons: 

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/sussex-2016-value-for-money-profile.pdf 

 

Workforce and Succession Plans  

• The workforce plan in both forces identify the future workforce mix and profile requirements, this is 

reviewed quarterly through the workforce planning board; the requirements for this feed our annual 

promotion calendar.  

• Each local area has created local talent groups that support the development of our future leaders and 

specialist experts. In addition we have an annual review to identify critical roles and the 

operational/technical skills required, each local area discuss and map succession plans for these specific 

roles.   
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Developing the capability of the entity’s 

leadership and other individuals: 

• job descriptions  

• statutory partners (e.g. PCC, chief 

constable, chief executive) consider 

how best to establish and maintain 

effective communication  

• framework of corporate governance 

reviewed at least annually in the light 

of legal and organisational changes  

• framework of corporate governance 

provides clear statement of 

respective roles and responsibilities 

and how they will be put into 

practice  

• access to courses and briefings on 

new legislation  

• induction programmes  

• ongoing training  

• staff appraisal systems and personal 

development plans  

• efficient systems and technology for 

support:  

�  scrutiny and challenge  

�  recognising the need for 

independent expert advice  

�  promoting trust  

�  working in partnership  

�  organisational leadership  

�  community leadership  

• staff directions and information 

circulated in force orders  

• arrangements for succession 

planning  

• registers of interests  

• effective website  

Joint Leadership Strategy 

The force is undertaking work with Surrey Police to develop a joint Leadership Strategy with supporting 

framework incorporating the College of Policing competency and values framework and a joint leadership 

development programme under the College of Policing Guiding Principles of Leadership – Understanding 

Leadership, Developing Leadership and Displaying Leadership. The strategy is anticipated to be ready for 

consideration of Chief Officers in March for implementation from April 2017. 

 

Code of Corporate Governance, reviewed annually:  

https://www.sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/code-of-corporate-governance/ 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Final-Code-of-Governance-V0-6-2016.pdf 

 

Internal audit report to JAC December 2016 confirming “substantial assurance” following review of governance: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-17-Internal-Audit-Report.pdf 

Training 

• Surrey and Sussex Police have in place policies and procedures for the appropriate training and 

development of all employees which are supported by the Learning and Development Strategy. 

• The Force Learning and Development department is based at both headquarters in Guildford and Lewes 

with staff also located on divisions and is responsible for the initial probationary training of all police 

officers.  It also provides thematic training in investigations, information technology, driving skills, first aid 

and leadership for officers and staff.  People Services Business Partners are the link to stakeholders who 

follow agreed processes to prioritise training in conjunction with strategic business need and forecast 

capability gaps via the force workforce planning and performance board so that the training provided 

directly links to the values and priorities of the organisation.  

• The Learning and Development Department of both Surrey and Sussex is in the early stages of a 

collaboration programme to support our efficiency drive and to enable staff to provide the most effective 

support for the business. It aims to deliver updated technology, a collaborated rationalised range of 

products in line with the new College of Policing mandated curriculum and development of a workplace 

coaching culture to drive performance. A review of training programmes is taking place to provide a more 

blended approach to training with a desire to reduce classroom delivery.  A single lead for Surrey and Sussex 

Sussex PEEL: Legitimacy 2015 report, Pub. 

February 2016
4
 

Force Issue 7.8 - Completed 

Area for Improvement 1: 

The Force should ensure that its advice and 

guidance to officers and staff better assists 

them when supporting those on restricted 

duties in returning to full operational roles. 

Owner: Jane Harwood, ACO People Services/ 

Bill Davis Strategic Well Being Lead 

Update provided to HMIC for Efficiency, 

Legitimacy and  Leadership inspection May 

2016:  

The flowchart for managers for managing 

recuperative duties which is contained on the 

HR On-line site on the force intranet has been 

reviewed to ensure it gives managers the 

guidance they require. In addition local HR 

Business Partners have made themselves 

available to provide additional advice and 

guidance to managers who are managing 

recuperative duties.  

The issue of recuperative duties has been 

picked up within the work the force has 

undertaken as part of the Limited Duties 

recommendation from the Winsor Report.  

 

Force Issue 7.9 - Completed 

Area for Improvement 2: 

The force should ensure that officers or staff 

who have experienced traumatic cases or 

incidents have access to support.  

Owner: Jane Harwood, ACO People Services/ 

                                                           
4
 Sussex PEEL Legitimacy report 2015 (http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2015/sussex/legitimacy/) 
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• briefing papers  

• briefings for potential candidates  

• reviewing individual performance on 

a regular basis and considering any 

training or development needs  

• training and development plan  

• staff development plans linked to 

appraisals, including 360-degree 

feedback  

• implementing appropriate human 

resources policies and ensuring they 

are working effectively  

• staff wellbeing surveys  

• reward and recognition policies 

 
 

Learning and Development has been appointed with an L&D Service Delivery Manager in place for each 

force reporting into that role.  Planning and capability are reviewed on a regular basis via the workforce 

planning and performance board. 

• In the past year, the training focus has been on supporting the roll out of our new Leadership Development 

Programme for first and second line managers, Critical Incident Hydra sessions for Sergeants and Inspectors 

with Critical Incident Managers receiving two continuing professional development (CPD) events to ensure 

their skills are up to date.  Additional monies were invested in the budget this year to develop investigative 

and interviewing skills- this having been identified as a risk to current practice and future omni-competent 

model. 

• Improvements in regional and multi-agency collaborative projects, including safeguarding children and 

vulnerable adults, are continuing to produce a greater understanding of best practice, collaborated delivery 

and a subsequent reduction in cost. 

• Comprehensive guidance and policy on all aspects of training and personal development as well as up to 

date listings of all training courses is available to all employees via the online Knowledge Centre and the 

Learning and Development intranet pages are being reviewed and amended to bring them in line with 

corporate design. 

 

Reports to Joint Audit Committee: 

Report: Update on the completion of mandated training, September 2016:  

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/IT-15-Update-on-Completion-of-Mandated-

Training.pdf 

Appendix:  https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/IT-15-JAC-Mandated-Training.pdf 

 

 

Staff appraisals and Personal Development Record (PDR) process 

• All officers and staff undergo an annual Performance and Development Review (PDR).   

• All PDRs are tailored to individual staff and are based on the activities considered key to their roles as per 

the Professional Policing Framework.  The PDR assesses an individual’s performance against the levels of 

competence.  

The value and completion of the PDR process is being raised in force by: 

Bill Davis, Strategic Well Being Lead 

 

Update provided to HMIC for Efficiency, 

Legitimacy and  Leadership inspection May 

2016:  

At the time of the HMIC visit the force was 

already in the process of redesigning and 

increasing our DEFUSE process which is the 

process we have adopted in order to respond 

to critical and traumatic incidents.  

Since the HMIC inspection the force has 

trained over 60 new DEFUSERS and have 

introduced the role of DEFUSE coordinator for 

each of our territorial Divisions and Police HQ. 

In addition we have developed closer links with 

Surrey Police through our collaboration 

programme and as such we are able to draw 

upon each other’s resources when faced with 

large scale incidents. 

The new process was severely tested in August 

2015 following Op Bowdell the Shoreham air 

crash. There was need for large scale DEFUSE 

sessions and through the network of DEFUSE 

coordinators and DEFUSERS we were able to 

provide DEFUSE sessions for other 200 Officers 

and staff. In addition all staff connected with 

the operation were sent leaflets for them and 

their families on how to deal with post incident 

trauma. An oversight group also ensured that 

15 day and 28 day reviews were carried out on 

those officers and staff who were most 

affected by the incident.   

 

Sussex PEEL: Leadership 2015 report, Pub. 

February 2016.
5
   

                                                           
5
 Sussex PEEL Leadership report 2015 (https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-2015/sussex/leadership/) 
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• The PDR and CPD processes are being further aligned so there is equal focus on development as well as 

performance through the PDR  

• The communications also include giving staff responsibility for ensuring they have their PDR conversation, 

not just leaving it down to the line manager to organise 

• The People Services Business Partners are key to the communications plan and are working with their SMTs 

to ensure messages about shared responsibility for PDRs is disseminated  

 

Improvements in PDR process 

It is acknowledged that the PDR system could be improved in terms of ensuring that its value is well understood, 

which should lead to better engagement with the system. (See Area for improvement below and HMIC 

recommendation). 

A piece of work is being commissioned to understand the value of the PDR system from start to finish.   

The key points of the work will be to understand: 

• The current perceived value of the PDR system  

• How this can be increased across both Surrey and Sussex  

• How users can be better engaged with the system  

• As well as perceived value of the PDR system, it will also look at actual value of component parts, such as 

moderation, and allocation of objectives to explore whether it provides a clear return of investment of 

effort by staff and managers.   

 

Use of PDR process 

• The PDR process is linked to College pay requirements (unsatisfactory performance, ARC)  

• It is also used to support current promotion processes, where officers who are good performer and above 

are invited to participate in the process  

• It is also linked to the local talent pools assessment, where some individuals are invited to apply, 

depending on their PDR grading  

• The incoming ERP system will be able to link PDR grading to talent management and succession planning 

more overtly  

• The wider use of the PDR system and how it is communicated will be included in the project scope to 

understand the value of PDRs.   

 

Force Issue 7.11 - Completed 

HMIC highlighted that Sussex Police is a well 

led organisation and has a clear sense of its 

future direction. “The Force has a good 

understanding of the capacity and capability of 

its leadership at senior levels, though more 

work is required to better understand this 

throughout the Force” 

Owner: Jane Harwood, ACO People 

Services/Paul Cliff, Head of Learning and 

Development 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

 

Business Partners collated feedback on the 

contents of the current Sussex Police 

Leadership Framework – Policing Skills from 

local Divisions and Departments and these 

have been fed into the Workforce 

Development SME.  

February 2017 Update 

Proposals discussed with Surrey and Sussex 

Chief Constables and a high level plan to be 

shared at JCOM 
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Talent pools 

• Talent pools are a fairly new approach for Sussex Police, and it is accepted that there has been different 

approaches to delivering this.  To support the use of talent pools going forward, an evaluation of talent 

pools in Surrey and Sussex is taking place. The aim of the evaluation is to understand what worked well 

and share this good practice among all divisions / departments to create a more consistent approach going 

forward.   

• A piece of work is going to be undertaken to explore the value of the PDRs and their component parts, and 

the moderation process will be one of the parts of the project.   

The end of year communications for PDR is managed through the People Services Business Partners who place 

emphasis on the value of moderation in terms of fairness and transparency for PDRs.   

Similarly the communications plan includes the principle of’ little and often’ in terms of recording the PDR to 

encourage managers and their reports to complete their PDR over the year rather than leaving it until year end   

The forces encourage a contribution matrix which is wider than just performance and consists of three key 

elements, performance (objectives), role (day job) and behaviour (How you do the previous two).  All three are 

assessed to support the rating scale. This approach is important as at times striving to complete performance 

objectives at the expense of good leadership behaviours does not reflect the desired leadership culture.   

The capacity to track performance against objectives is one part of the PDR.  The main focus for both forces for 

the PDR conversation is to encourage managers to have effective performance conversations with their staff.  

While performance objectives are a key part of this conversation, it should also be used for any early 

intervention, or to further motivate and encourage a well performing individual.   

Staff Survey: 

• HMIC stated in the 2016 legitimacy report that: “Sussex police is good at treating its workforce with fairness 

and respect.  It uses staff surveys to help identify and understand the area that have the greatest impact on 

workforce perceptions of air and respectful treatment”. 

• Staff survey managed and run by Durham University, who have worked with a number of other forces. 

 

Well-being  

• We are considering the well-being priorities across both Surrey and Sussex for the fourth coming year, 

taking into account feedback from the 2016 Engagement Survey, feedback from Divisions and Departments 

via HR Business Partners as well as data from OHU and EAP. These will be developed into activities under 

the joint people plan. We will however, continue to focus on our priority to improve the mental health and 

well-being of our workforce.  
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Seven Point Plan – Officer Assaults – it’s not part of the job 

• The force have worked with Unison, the Police Federation and the Superintendent's Association to use a 

seven point plan which consistently deals with how assaults on staff and officers are dealt with. 

• Launched Feb 2017, this includes looking at crime recording, culture, policy, guidelines and training, 

equipment and wellbeing. 

https://sussex.police.uk/news/new-plan-to-support-officers-assaulted-doing-their-job/ 

 

Reward & recognition / Engagement Survey  

• Both forces’ ability to maintain its position at a median market salary position has been eroded consistently 

over the past 5 years of austerity and the requirements of the MTFP.  

• We have reacted to specific market salary pressures in key skills areas through the selective use of market 

supplements which are subject to scrutiny and annual review. 

• Our focus as a result has been to concentrate on the wider employee proposition (the People Deal) which 

approaches the key question of “why do people work here; stay her and why do they leave?” 

• This has been supplemented by areas of the (Durham) Engagement Survey which has underlined that the 

areas of importance to staff and officers are career development; flexible working; Lifestyle Reward 

benefits; trust and empowerment and leadership. 

• Our focus over the last year or so has been to develop initiatives and strategies to enhance our offering 

across these topics. We continue to monitor attrition through exit interviews and propose to run the 

Engagement Survey again in September 2017 to ascertain progress made.   

 

Review  and identification of any areas 

of weakness for potential inclusion in 

the 2016-17 AGS 

• HMIC PEEL - Legitimacy report 2016, Area for improvement 

• The force should improve how it manages individual performance. 

The value and completion of the PDR process is being raised in force by: 

• The PDR and CPD processes are being further aligned so there is equal focus on development as well as 

performance through the PDR  

• The communications also include giving staff responsibility for ensuring they have their PDR conversation, 

not just leaving it down to the line manager to organise 

• The People Services Business Partners are key to the communications plan and are working with their SMTs 

to ensure messages about shared responsibility for PDRs is disseminated 

It is accepted that the PDR system could be improved in terms of ensuring that its value is well understood, 

which should lead to better engagement with the system.  

A piece of work is being commissioned to understand the value of the PDR system from start to finish.   
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The key points of the work will be to understand: 

• The current perceived value of the PDR system  

• How this can be increased across both Surrey and Sussex  

• How users can be better engaged with the system  

As well as perceived value of the PDR system, it will also look at actual value of component parts, such as 

moderation, and allocation of objectives to explore whether it provides a clear return of investment of effort by 

staff and managers.   

Ongoing 

Owner: ACO Jane Harwood/ Paul Cliff, Head of People Development 
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Principle of Good Governance F: Managing risks and performance through robust internal control and strong public financial management  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: Director of Finance, Peter Gillett, supported by CDD 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS 

and updates 

Managing risk: 

• risk management policies and plans 

which identify operational, strategic 

and project risks  

• risk management strategy/policy is 

formally approved and adopted and 

reviewed/updated on a regular basis  

• effective business continuity 

planning  

• regular monitoring of risk registers  

• external scrutiny of strategic risks 

(e.g. by the independent audit 

committee)  

 
 

Force Risk Management: 

Policy and Strategy: 

• A Force Risk Management Policy and Risk Management Strategy are in place – reviewed every two years. 

• Last reviewed in December 2015 - process is overseen by the Organisational Reassurance Board. 

• The Joint Audit Committee reviewed and commented on the final draft strategy and policy at their 

December 2015 meeting. 

Regular monitoring: 

• The risk management system is used to record all Force risks.  

• Top strategic risks are regularly reviewed by the Force Strategic Boards and reported to the 

Organisational Reassurance Board. 

• Risk management is a standard agenda item for all Force decision making meetings. 

• The Risk Management System also provides portfolio-level reporting which gives a holistic view of risks, 

used as a mechanism to support meetings such as the Driver Behaviour Working Group, and the Health & 

Safety Boards. 

• Risks in relation to the delivery of the Change Programme are regularly reviewed by the Change Delivery 

Board. Programme and project governance procedures in relation to the escalation of risks are adhered 

to. This process has been developed and refined during 2016-17.  

External scrutiny: 

• The DCC presents a regular monthly Force risk report by exception to the PCC for review and oversight. A 

full risk report is presented on a quarterly basis to the PCC for scrutiny. 

• The JAC considers the Force top strategic risks and the PCC risks at each of its meetings. 

• An internal audit of risk management was undertaken in September 2016.  The audit opinion was: 

Substantial assurance, confirmed in report to JAC Dec 2016: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2013/04/IT-17-Internal-Audit-Report.pdf 

• The report highlighted that “the Sussex risk register should reflect the residual risk from the lack of a joint 

risk register and recording system with Surrey, as the manual system is reliant on the two forces Risk 

Managers sharing, updating and escalating risk which are currently scored using two different matrices. 
The risk is that there will be inefficiencies in handling collaborative risks which are scored using different 

scoring matrices”.  Agreed action completed: the Risk Manager raised this issue at the Organisational 

Reassurance Board on 22.11.16, and the risk was added to the risk register. The risk will also be shared 

Force Issue 7.5 – Completed for 2016-17 

The Force will continue to ensure that there 

is appropriate oversight and good 

governance in relation to managing the risks 

of the implementation of the joint IT Strategy 

for Surrey and Sussex Police. 

Neil Roberts, CIO 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

 

February 2017 update: 

The IT vision for Surrey and Sussex has been 

shared with Chief Officers (07/02/2017) and 

widely agreed. This is now being shared with 

both Joint Audit Committees on Feb 14
th

. The 

detailed plan will then be finessed in liaison 

with TVP and HC via the SERIP Programme 

Director for sign-off by the end of March 

2017, and this second phase is now well 

underway. 

Surrey and Sussex IT risks are collated 

centrally and are regularly reviewed by the IT 

Senior Leadership Team and stand on the 

agenda for the new IT Planning and 

Performance Board. Risks all have clear 

owners and progress is being managed and 

controlled. 

Risk logs are kept for all IT projects that are 

in-flight and held centrally within the IT 

Programme Management Office. Mitigations 

and controls are implemented and managed 

by the designated Project Manager and 

review at IT Governance Board, Project 
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with Surrey, suggesting that a similar risk is added to the Surrey risk register 

• Force strategic risk report reviewed by external auditor. 

Business Continuity Planning: 

• Surrey/Sussex Business Continuity Policy in place to meet requirements of the Civil Contingencies Act 

2004 

• Departments and Divisions are required to prepare a business continuity plan which is updated and 

tested on a regular basis. 

Regular monitoring: 

• Business Continuity reports are submitted on a regular basis to the Organisational Reassurance Board 

(every 6 months) 

ORB Minutes 22.06.16 

External scrutiny: 

• Internal audit: An internal audit of IT Business Continuity was undertaken in September 2015, receiving 

and assessment of satisfactory assurance.  

Boards and in the IT SLT Portfolio Review 

Meetings 

Where projects are initiated through the 

governance process but are solely 

technological in nature, such as Data Centre 

remediation and server refresh, these are 

scrutinised and their risks managed at the IT 

Projects Board, chaired by the Deputy Chief 

Constable for Sussex. 

ICT, HR and Finance, a critical support 

services, are represented at the Change 

Board. 

Managing performance: 

• oversight and ownership by PCC 

and/or chief officers  

• regular reporting to the independent 

audit committee  

• publication of relevant reports from 

the force to the PCC, supported by 

minutes of public forums attended 

by both the PCC and the chief 

constable  

• reports and minutes of the force 

chief officer board or equivalent  

• performance management systems, 

targets and reports  

• benefits realisation plans and 

monitoring reports  

• grant monitoring returns and 

assessment meetings  

• HMIC reports  

• external scrutiny of performance by 

bodies such as the police and crime 

panel  

• the budget and medium term 

financial planning processes  

Performance reports to PCC: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/performance-reports/ 

• Oversight of performance by the PCC in monthly performance meetings with the Chief Constable, and by 

the PCCs Performance Manager in meetings with the Head of CDD 

• Bi-weekly performance overview meetings with the Deputy Chief Constable, Head of CDD, and Head of 

Performance Information, using a summary report circulated to all Chief Officers on a weekly basis 

• Force level scrutiny meetings are in the process of change.  A grading meeting is held four weeks prior to 

the PEEL Board (the new force level performance board, formerly IPAM). The grading meeting reviews 

performance (using a report provided by the Performance Information Team) and identifies areas 

requiring further investigation and focus. The results of this further work is then presented to the PEEL 

board to identify and task improvement activity. The data being considered at the grading meeting is 

shifting from a predominantly quantitative set of indicators to a set with more qualitative data. As such 

indicators are more resource intensive to obtain this will be a gradual process. 

• Below the force level performance management sit a number of strategic and specialist boards where 

performance issues are discussed. Issues from these boards can be escalated to the PEEL board. 

• The force has no performance targets in place, but reviews performance across a wide range of areas, 

and reports by exception areas of concern. 

Future performance framework plans: 

• A new performance framework has been developed based on the forces priorities / strategic objectives 

(chief officer decision pending). 

• This framework includes an increased focus on a qualitative assessment of behaviours and performance, 

Force Issue 7.14 - Completed 

Establish effective risk management and 

governance for oversight of implementation 

of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

system, as it is a significant and wide 

reaching programme of change across three 

forces Surrey, Sussex and Thames Valley 

Police. 

Owner: Jane Harwood, ACO People Services 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

Multi force programme team across all three 

forces, all with their own representatives at 

Chief Officer level. There are regular updates 

to both Surrey and Sussex Chief Officer at 

COM and Change Boards. PCC governance 

oversight established to coincide with South 

East Regional ACPO meeting. New revised 

Risk Register in place. 
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• business plans  

 

and root-cause analysis of perceived issues to really understand and resolve them 

• Work has also been undertaken to draw more management information out of our systems, providing a 

richer picture of force performance. Additional work to bring this information into our performance 

dashboard is being scoped 

• These changes are aligned with the national picture, following the Irene Curtis review into the Use of 

Targets in Policing, and the design specifically addresses many of  the issues raised in this report 

 

Force Strategic Boards –agendas and minutes: 

https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-agendas/ 

 

Internal audit reports to JAC: Dec 2016: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-17-Internal-Audit-Report.pdf 

 

HMIC PEEL Assessment 2016: https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/peel-assessments/peel-

2016/sussex/.   

Robust internal control: 

• framework of corporate governance, 

including contract standing orders 

and financial regulations  

• financial standards guidance  

• risk management strategy  

• risk management strategy/policy has 

been formally approved and adopted 

and is reviewed and updated on a 

regular basis  

• compliance with the Code of Practice 

on Managing the Risk of Fraud and 

Corruption (CIPFA, 2014)  

• effective internal audit service is 

resourced and maintained  

• independent audit committee 

complies with best practice as  

outlined in Audit Committees: 

Practical Guidance for Local 

Authorities and Police (CIPFA, 2013) 

including terms of reference, 

membership and training  

• annual assurance statement 

Code of Corporate Governance, reviewed annually:  

https://www.sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/code-of-corporate-governance/ 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Final-Code-of-Governance-V0-6-2016.pdf 

 

 

Risk Management Strategy and Policy reviewed every two years.  Last reviewed and formally approved Dec 2015. 

Risk Management Strategy: 

http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/IT-15-Appendix-Revised-Risk-Management-

Strategy.pdf 

Risk Management Policy: 

http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/IT-15-Risk-Managment-policy1049-PP.pdf 

 

Joint Audit Committee: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/the-pcc/transparency/audit-committee/ 

 

Chief Officer Annual Assurance Statements: 

Chief Officer Assurance Statements form part of a wider force assurance map, designed to satisfy the Chartered 

Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy Good Governance guidance, in which a very comprehensive list of 

Force Issue 7.17 - Completed 

 

Ensure that the revised new CIPFA 

‘Delivering Good Governance: Guidance 

Notes for Policing Bodies in England and 

Wales (2016 Edition) is followed in 2016-17. 

Owner: DCC/David Tonkin, Corporate 

Services 

Continuing throughout 2016-17 

 

Revised guidance has been published and 

has been used to prepare a revised Code of 

Corporate Governance –reviewed by the 

ORB and JAC, September 2016. 

http://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-

guidance/publications/d/delivering-good-

governance-guidance-notes-for-policing-

bodies-in-england-and-wales-2016-edition 

The revised guidance has been considered in 

the planning process for the preparation of 

the 2016-17 Annual Governance Statement. 
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produced  

• external audit reports  

 

 

requirements is specified together with examples of suitable supporting policies, procedures and key documents 

present 

https://sussex.police.uk/about-us/governance-and-processes/chief-officer-assurance-statements/ 

Annual Governance Statement: 

Previous AGSs available via the Sussex police website alongside the Statement of Accounts: 

https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/statement-of-accounts/ 

 

Managing data: 

• role of the chief information officer  

• data protection policies and 

strategies  

• publication strategies  

• information sharing protocols  

• reports on the activity of the force 

crime registrar  

• Freedom of Information Act 2000 

arrangements  

• complaints received records  

• partnership protocols and 

agreements  

 
 

Chief Information Officer:  Neil Roberts, is the Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) for Surrey and Sussex Police. 
He is accountable for all the infrastructure, systems, people and policies for the effective, efficient and secure 

management of data, information and knowledge for policing in Sussex. 

The Security and Information Management Board, chaired by the CIO  is the governance board 

 

Data protection policies and strategies  

• Data breach training has been provided to all Gold Commanders and their staff officers to enable them to 

respond effectively to such incidents. 

• Data Protection and protective marking training has been mandated and is being implemented, with a target 

compliance of 90%+. 

 

Publication strategies  

• Sussex Police now have a publication scheme for FOIs for Sussex on our intranet and we are integrating it into 

our operational planning, seeking to reduce demand by publishing and then referring enquiries to the 

responses on the website. 

 

Information sharing protocols  

• Information Sharing Agreements have been reviewed and refreshed.  There are over 40 ISAs in force that 

have been reviewed and published on the intranet, together with templates and advice.  Staff can refer to 

these and use them as a resource if further ISAs are required. 

• As a product of the review an ISA is being developed to facilitate information sharing with the OPCC in order 

to ensure that all personal data is shared lawfully.  This is a collaborative initiative. 

 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 arrangements  

• Compliance with FOI continues to be strong with over 90% of responses being achieved within the target 20 

days, against an information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) target of 85%.  There were 1268 requests in 2016, a 

6% increase on 2015, following an 8% increase from 2014. 

Force Issue 7.3 – Completed  

The Force governance and structure for 

Information Management will continue to be 

improved, which will include the expansion 

of an information asset register to include 

physical information assets as well as 

systems being assigned to senior owners to 

improve management and accountability.  

There is also a 60 point action plan being 

implemented by November 2016 to improve 

Information Security based on 

recommendations by the Information 

Commissioner’s Office and the National 

Police Strategic Assessment. 

CIO Neil Roberts/ 

Supt Lawrence Hobbs, Head of Corporate 

Services/Marcus Potter, Force Information 

Management 

Completion date: March 2017 

 

February 2017 update: 

Neil Roberts chairs the Security and 

Information Management Board, has a seat 

on the National Police Information Assurance 

Board, chaired by Commissioner Ian Dyson, 

and sits on the Corporate Services 

Governance Board for the two forces, 

chaired by DCC Stephens. 

The Force will be providing an update to the 

Information Commissioner’s Office on the 
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Data protection policies: 

 

821/2015: Freedom of information Act 2000 policy; 

https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/freedom-of-information-act-2000/ 

780/2016 Data Protection Act 1998: 

https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/data-protection-act-1998/ 

Force Information Security Policy: 

https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/force-information-security-policy-1/ 

1171/2017 Information Assets policy 

https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/information-assets/ 

1770/2016 Management of Police Information (M0PI) for the Retention, Storage and Disposal of Documents 

https://sussex.police.uk/policies-and-procedures/management-of-police-information-mopi-for-the-retention-

storage-and-disposal-of-documents-sussex-and-surrey/ 

 

Complaints received: 

 

• Complaints are recorded on Centurion and analysed/reported on quarterly to the PCC and DCC. 

• Results of investigation are recorded and analysis can be accessed from the link below: 

 

        https://www.sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/complaints-data/ 

 

Partnership protocols and agreements  

A review is being conducted into Privacy Impact Assessments for all new processes and systems and into data 

processing agreements with partner organisations processing Sussex Police data.  

 

Reports on the activity of the force crime registrar: 

HMIC inspection of Crime Data Integrity, Sussex report, Aug 2016: 

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/publications/sussex-crime-data-integrity-inspection-2016/ 

Summary Judgement: “Good” 

“Sussex Police has made concerted efforts to improve crime-recording accuracy since HMIC’s 2014 Crime Data 

Integrity inspection report. Importantly, officers and staff have made progress in placing the victim at the forefront 

of their crime-recording decisions. As a result, 94.59 percent of reports of crime are being recorded (with a 

confidence interval of +/- 1.70 percent). In particular, we found that: 

• the force recorded every reported rape; 

2016 Information Security audit by the 10
th

 

February when it is expected to have over 

90% of the actions complete. 

A decision on collaborating Crime and 

Information Management functions is being 

considered by Chief Officers for Surrey and 

Sussex within the context of value for money 

within wider collaboration opportunities, 

following a presentation to Change Board on 

16
th

 Jan 2017. 
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• its decisions to cancel recorded crimes of rape, violence and other sexual offences were correct; and 

• it has made good progress in implementing the recommendations set out in our 2014 report. 

 

Strong public financial management: 

• HMIC assessments and 

recommendations  

• internal audit reports  

• annual financial strategy  

• budget monitoring reports  

• annual statement of accounts  

• treasury management strategy and 

monitoring reports  

• annual audit letter  

• receipt of unqualified audit opinion 

and VfM conclusion  

 
 

HMIC PEEL Efficiency report 2016: 

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic/wp-content/uploads/peel-police-efficiency-2016-sussex.pdf 

Internal Audit report to Joint Audit Committee: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-17-Internal-Audit-Report.pdf 

Annual Statement of Accounts: 

https://sussex.police.uk/media/4095/2015-16-final-summary-accounts.pdf 

https://sussex.police.uk/media/4094/16-spcc-final-signed-audited-pcc-accounts.pdf 

https://sussex.police.uk/media/4093/16-spcc-final-signed-audited-cc-accounts.pdf 

Treasury Management strategy 2016-17: 

http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/011-TMSS-2016-17.pdf 

Annual Audit letter 2015-16: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-13-SPCC-Annual-Audit-Letter.pdf 

Area for Improvement: 

• Further improvements to financial reporting identified by the newly appointed Director of Finance – including 

improvements required in processes used by the joint Surrey/Sussex Management Accounting team, and 

enhanced frequency/content of external financial reporting agreed with the OSPCC CFO for 2017/18. 

Enhanced scrutiny of financial management through the appointment of the new CFO in the OSPCC 

 

 

Review  and identification of any areas 

of weakness for potential inclusion in 

the 2016-17 AGS 

• Further improvements to financial reporting identified by the newly appointed Director of Finance 

• HMIC Crime Data Integrity 2016 Report  - Areas for Improvement: 

• The force should design and provide crime-recording training that is bespoke to the level of knowledge 

required by officers and staff for their role. 

• The force should develop and implement procedures for the effective supervision of crime-recording 

decisions throughout the whole force. 

• The force should improve its auditing of third party reports to ensure it includes adult as well as child 

vulnerable victims. 

• The force should formalise how it provides feedback to staff regarding their crime-recording decisions 

by implementing common practices across all divisions and departments. 

• The force should improve its understanding and use of classification N100 and introduce processes to 
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ensure that it records all reports of rape within the timeframes permitted within the crime-recording 

rules. 

• The force should improve how it collects diversity information from victims of crime and how it uses 

this to inform its compliance with its equality duty 

Owner: Force Crime Registrar 

Ongoing 
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Principle of Good Governance: G Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting and audit to deliver effective accountability  

Examples of sources of evidence Force evidence 

Force Chief Officer owner: Director of Finance, Peter Gillett 

Identified issues included in 2015-16 AGS 

and updates 

Implementing good practice in 

transparency: 

• annual report  

• a standard decision report template 

is used consistently  

• information published on the 

website in accordance with the 

Elected Local Policing Bodies 

(Specified Information) Order 2011  

• statement of accounts and AGS  

• reports to the police and crime panel  

• publication (subject to confidentiality 

tests) of force board papers  

• publication (subject to confidentiality 

tests) of reports presented to the 

PCC  

 
 

Statement of accounts and AGS: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/the-pcc/transparency/accounts/ 

 

JAC minutes Sept 2016: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/JAC-September-2016-

public-v2.pdf records the thanks from the JAC Chairman to the finance team for the high standard of accounts 

produced. 

 

Internal Audit Plan 2016-17: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/12-2016-17-SP-

Internal-Audit-Plan.pdf 

 

Reports to the police and crime panel:  

http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/pcp-entries/ 

 

Publication of force board papers: 

 https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-agendas/ 

 

 

Publication of reports presented to the PCC:  

 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/performance/performance-reports/ 

 

No issues identified. 

Implementing good practices in reporting: 

• formal annual reports  

• annual financial statements  

• appropriate approvals  

• HMIC assessments and responses  

• the external auditor’s annual letter  

• action plans to deal with specific 

matters  

• annual governance statement  

• force management statement (N/A 

2016-17) 

• process design follows best practice  

• the PCC and force websites  

HMIC inspection reports and PCC’s responses: http://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/hmic-reports/ 

 

External audit and review: 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/external-audit-and-review/ 

 

Annual Audit letter 2015-16: 

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-13-SPCC-Annual-Audit-Letter.pdf 

 

Statement of accounts and AGS: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/the-pcc/transparency/accounts/ 
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• reports to the police and crime panel  

 

 

 

Assurance and effective accountability: 

• evidence that recommendations 

have informed positive 

improvements  

• compliance with the CIPFA 

Statement on the Role of the Head of 

Internal Audit (2010)  

• publication of responses to HMIC 

assessments and recommendations  

• community engagement strategy  

• collaboration agreements, including 

effective governance arrangements  

• external audit reports including the 

annual letter 
 

 

Organisational Reassurance Board:  

Agenda and minutes to evidence the scrutiny and oversight of implementation of recommendations (HMIC, IPCC 

and internal audit): 

https://sussex.police.uk/freedom-of-information/meetings-and-agendas/organisational-reassurance-board/ 

 

Community Engagement Strategy: See section: B 

 

Collaboration agreements: See section B 

 

Annual Audit letter: https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/IT-13-SPCC-Annual-Audit-

Letter.pdf 

 

 

Review  and identification of any areas 

of weakness for potential inclusion in 

the 2016-17 AGS 

No areas for improvement identified.  

 

  


